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This invention relates to electrical connectors and more 
particularly to wire centering means for pin-type, insula 
tion piercing connectors whereby insulated wires of dif 
ferent overall diameter may be effectively centrally pierced 
to insure adequate contact between the conductor and 
the contact pin. 

_ It is a general object of the present invention to provide 
wire centering means for pin-type insulation piercing con 
nectors to insure pin centering in the vstranded conductor 
in-spite of variations in insulation thickness or overall 
wire diameters. 
An important object of the invention resides in the 

provision of means in the insulated Wire receiving channel 
capable of centering therein such wire of an outside diam 
eter less than channel width to insure penetration of the 
connector pin into the conductor thereof. 
Another important object of the invention resides in 

the arrangement of the wire centering means whereby it 
may readily be'embedded in the insulation of a wire of 
an overall diameter to closely ?t the channel by the simple 
operation of pressing the wire into the channel and over 
the connector pin. 
A further important object of the invention consists 

in arranging the centering means as ?ns or blades extend 
ing from both walls of the channel at opposite sides of 
the connector pin and parallel to the axis thereof whereby 
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they are non~interfering with the operation of molding ' 
the channels into electrical apparatus. 

Other and further objects of the invention will be more 
apparent to those skilled in the art upon a consideration 
of the accompanying drawing and following speci?cation 
wherein is disclosed a single exemplary embodiment of 
the invention with the understanding that such modi?ca 
tions maybe made therein as fall within the scope of the 
appended claims without departing from the spirit of 
the invention. 
_ In said drawings: 

. Fig.‘ 1 is a side elevation of a so-called pin-type‘con 
hector. lampholder or socket with the cap removed and 
conductors of two diameters positioned one to be entered 
into each channel where the connector pins are located; 
2 Fig.2 is a longitudinal central section through such 
a socket in'fully assembled form; 

Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the channelled end of the 
body portion of such a socket showing the conductor 
centering means in end elevation and engaging dotted line 
conductor insulation of two di?erent diameters; and 

Fig. 4 is a plan view of the under surface of the socket 
cap. 

Electric light sockets and other wiring equipment using 
normal voltages and low currents are often equipped with 
what is known as pin-type, insulation piercing connectors, 
permitting quick assembly of the equipment to conductors. 
Such devices are particularly useful in assembling out 
door light strings for ornamentation, advertising or other 
purposes and for this the socket construction is provided 
with a pair of transverse, parallel slots each with a con 
nector pin projecting from the bottom thereof, An in 
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sulated, stranded conductor can be pressed into each slot 
and held there by a subsequently applied cap. The pin 
in the bottom of each slot penetrates the conductor in 
sulation and electrically engages the strands of the con-v 
ductor so that electrical connection is made between the 
socket elements and the wires. 
For a number of years, before the advent of satis 

factory‘ synthetic plastics having good weather resistant 
qualities and generally higher insulating properties than 
the earlier known materials, the external diameters of low 
voltage lighting conductors was usually controlled by the 
wire size and the so-called waterproof or weather resistant 
cover was of rubber under tarred braid. The overall 
diameter was substantially standardized for the most used 
wire gauges of 12 and 14. This made it simple to size 
the socket slots for a close ?t with the walls of the 
conductor insulation to substantially insure the centering 
of the connector pin in the stranded conductors. 

Lately, however, synthetic plastics of high insulating and 
weather resisting properties have become common as 
single coat insulators for stranded or solid wire, and be 
cause of their much higher dielectric strength the thick 
ness of the insulation is considerably less than that of the 
so-called weather resistant two layer coatings. This re 
sults in a conductor with much smaller overall diameter. 
Since neither form of coating is universal a need arose 
for means to center the conductor over the pin connector 
when introducing it into the slot to insure centralization 
of the latter in the conductor, for otherwise it would be 
possible to introduce the smaller diameter wire Without 
making adequate electrical contact. _ The more obvious 
solution, i. e., of making sockets with channels of dif 
ferent widths for di?erent conductors, is not the econom 
ical one, and the present invention provides centering 
means capable of functioning with a relatively wide range 
of conductor diameters, so that only one standardized 
channel width is necessary. 

Referring now to the drawings, there is illustrated a 
more or less conventional form of pin type lampholder or 
socket to which the present invention is applied. Such 
socket may include a molded cup-like plastic shell 10 
to house the screw shell contact 11 exposed through the 
?ared open end 12 of the device. The upper end of part 
10 is closed by a thick integral molded portion, and the 
base of the screw shell is secured thereto by a rivet 13 
passing through the base and a portion ofthe cup closure 
and headed over at 14 against the bottom of the screw 
shell. The opposite end of the rivet has a head 15 seated 
in the bottom of a circular well 16 in the cup closure. 
Well 16 intersects at a right angle one of the wire receiving 
channels 17 extending in parallel relation transversely 
across the shell-cup closure end as seen in Fig. 3. " 

A‘ similar pin 18 secures the center socket contact 19 
against the bottom wall of the housing at a portion where 
the screw shell is cut away as at 20. The head 21 of this 
pin is positioned engaging the bottom of well 22 in’ the 
other channel 17. Formed integral with each of the pin 
heads 15 and 21 is a long tapered connector pin 22 pro 
jecting out of the well housing the heads 15 and 21 and 
a substantial distance into the wire channels 17. 
As viewed in end elevation in Fig. 1 the wire channels 

are each formed by spaced parallel side walls 25, the 
distance between which is substantially that of the diam 
eter of the largest insulated wire to be received therein. 
These walls are joined at the bottom by an arcuate trough 
26 of semi-circular cross-section and the depth from the 
bottom of the arcuate portion of the trough to the top 
surface 27 of the base is greater than the width between 
the walls 25. 
A cap 30 is provided to cover over the channels and 

hold the wires ?rmly in position therein. It is formed of 
molded insulating material to a hollow, low, dome-like 
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con?uration,hacingahatzannular border 31 facing and 
engaging the surface 27 andv a thick center or hub Portion 
32 into which is molded a threaded metal sleeve 33 where 

- by the cap may be secured‘ onto the threaded stem 34 
extending axially through the. ‘base? of thev socket with 

. the head 35 recessed in the bottom thereof: beneath the 
center contact and the‘ whole being secured: in. position ' 
byanut: 36- engagingthe bottom of an elongated channel 
37-‘. between the; wire: channels, best seen in Fig.2 3'. 
The under surface of the: cap is. shown in Fig. 4‘). and 

between the peripheral surface 31 and the center core 
32 is ‘an. annular wall; 39 ' projecting: below‘ the surface 31 
andthaving such diameters that it is: received in. the wire 

' troughs 17 just above the tips of the pins 23.. To- accom 
modate it in other portions‘ ofthe-v base. appropriates'circu 

.7 lar. grooves 4.01mi provided between. channels 17 and 37. 
'I‘he--.depthi; of .the‘ latter‘ channek is adequate to. accom 
modate39 whereéit. crossesthe same: at‘ the. two ends. 

. Torwirer'suclr a-.device. the cap is: removed and a pair 
of. conductors is arranged one above each.’ channel; and 
pressed interposition therein to: cause the pins to penetrate 
the insulation. and enter between the conductor strands; 
The cap is then threaded: on so. that the- wall( 39 forces 
the wires over the: pins. and against the bottoms o? their 
channels tamake: and maintain the. conductoreng'agement. 

, ~ij'iilie wiretchannels; aremade: of z'r'di'mensionv to suit the 
larger type of: insulation used on» thelwlire to he received‘ 
therein ‘and; their walls; would. naturally center such1 an 
insulated; conductor overqthe pin; If, however, a thinner 

‘ . wallediinsnlation is: used, the'overall- diameter will: be as 
' show-n CEUSSrSBC?O? in the exploded’: Fig; 1 at 59 as 
compared with: the; larger dimension insulation shown at 
51. “Ia-is "obvious; if such, small diameter wires were 

~ pressed info'the channels they could‘ pass between the 
sloping side of the pin and the side wall of the channel 
without the pin penetrating the insulation. 

Topreventl such anoccurrence each. ?at channel wall 
'is provided with'two. inwardly projecting, blade-like ribs 
01T?1‘lS:_553WhlCh§ are located‘ at the junctions of these. walls 
and: theawellsinz' which the pins are sunk (see Fig; 3.)‘. 
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a. 
With the construction just described the socket or other’ 

electrical, ?tting (since the. socket. has. been used. in 
trative form only) is adapted for universal usage and can 
receive conductors of the usual wire’ gauges with either 
type of insulation covering now prevalent. Normally both 
conductors of a pair would be similar and not as shown 
in Figs. 1 and 3 for purposes of illustration. 

I claim: 7 y 

1. Apintypc connector adapted to penetrate the insula 
tion and engage the conductor of an insulated wire of 
circular con?guration selected’ from among‘ such wires 
having various overall2 diameters, comprising in combina 
tion, a block of insulation having a U-shaped channel 

' therein for. receiving an insulated wire usable with the 
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connector, a tapering conductive pin extending trans—. 
versely of said channel from the bottom of said U, ?ns 
of insulation arranged in pairs on opposite sides of the pin; 
the ?ns of a pair extending from opposite, walls. of. the 
channel‘ toward the other to center an insulated wire of ‘ 
less‘ diameter than channel width’ over’ said pin to insure ~ 
penetration oft-he conductor when the wire is pressed in 
the channel and‘ to deform and enter the‘ insulation of' a 
wire of~ overall diameter greater than the spacing of the 
edges of a pair of ?ns, and said pairs of ?ns being- spaced 
apart" longitudinally of the channel not substantially‘ more 

" than the Width thereof. 
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These ribs are thin and knife-like. and. have their edges 7 
- parallelto the'axes, of the pins, as’. clearly seen in 'Figs. 1, 
2 and: 3.1.1 The spacing between. the edges of opposed ribs 

' 55% is substantially: equal to the diameter of the small 
insulation conductor 50,. whereby the conductors therein 
will be: engaged therebyj and centered over the pins: the 

' same: as the larger ones, although they- may: be loose in 
the remainder-.of'the. channel, The ?ns or ribs-‘are rela 
tively' thin in the directionof the lengthy of the'channel's 
and; their outer. corners are rounded or 'chamfered; as 
shown, ‘and. are readily forced‘into the insulation of the 
larger. diameterconductors to embed; themselves‘ therein 

‘ and-gnot seriously interfere with the introduction of'these 
conductonsJinto their‘ channels. and over the pins. ' As a 

. matter: of: factywhen used" with the large conductors these 
'?ns act somewhat. in the sense of' a strain- relief device 
transmitting the load of the socket and its lamp-to. some 
extent tot-the. insulation: parts of the conductor and socket 

, and thereby relieving the conductor parts of alarge portion 
of- the strain. 

, 2'. A pin ‘type connector adapted to radially penetrate ' i 
the insulation and engage the stranded‘ conductors‘ of a 
single insulated wire selected from among such wires of 
circular-con?guration having various overall diameters, 
comprising in combination, a block of insulation having a: 
U-shaped channel therein dimensionedfor receiving an 
insulated wire usable with the connector, 2. long tapering 
conductive pin mounted in said block and extending’ into 
said channel from the bottom of said U, four ?ns'of' in 
sulation arranged in pairs on opposite sides of the pin, 
the ?ns of a pair extending from‘opposite'wallsof the 
channel toward each other to center an insulated wireof 
lessdiamcter than channel width over said’ pinto insure ' 
penetration of the conductor when, the wire ispressed 
into the channel and’ being- of thin'blade-like character 
to‘ readily deform and enter the insulation of aVwire of . 
overall diameter ‘greater than the spacing of‘ the edges of 
a pair-of ‘?ns which are substantially‘ parallel to the axis . ‘ 
of the’ pin, said .pair‘ of ?ns'being spaced apart longi~ 
tudinally of the channel not’ more than‘the width thereof, 
and means to force‘ and hold a conductor over said’ pin. 7 7 
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